
Volcano Emergency Response Plan Update
As many of you know from past Volcano newsletters, the Volcano Emergency Response Plan
(VERP) team has been diligently putting together an emergency plan for our community since last
year. The plan finally came together in first draft form and was released to the public back in March,
providing a framework for a team of volunteers to help our community handle various emergencies
and disasters, including those caused by hurricanes, wildfires, and yes… earthquakes and volcanic
activity, until County and/or other government assistance becomes available.

Currently, it’s the beginning of hurricane season, we’re experiencing dozens of earthquakes a day -
including our quite predictable 5.0+, and I’m quite sure many residents are wondering if our 99%
chance of no-big-deal-ahead will hold… BUT, now we have a solid emergency plan should the need
arise, with emphasis on “should the need arise.” What we still need, however, are volunteers to help
put the plan into action. I want to stress that VERP would be looking for volunteers at this stage of
the plan’s development, regardless of current events. To put it bluntly: Please don’t read anything
into it because we’re talking about this now. This emergency plan has been nearly a year in the mak-
ing. Are we putting some extra energy into getting everything and everyone in place because of cur-
rent events? It would be irresponsible not to. Do we know something that you don’t? No. We believe
in being prepared and this plan will help Volcano for years to come if, and when, it is ever needed.

Right now, the VERP team is now in the process of developing groups of individuals in each of
Volcano’s subdivisions/areas who can provide situation reports regarding their areas before, dur-
ing, and after a disaster. These individuals will also assist in getting pertinent announcements and
information to their neighbors, as well as help identify any individuals who may have special
needs. If you are willing to be one of these location-based volunteers, or if you want more informa-
tion, please call Doug Wilson at (808) 985-9362 or email vcainfo@yahoo.com. We need YOU!

submitted by Ellen O’Dunn

Volcano Community Association Mission Statement
To improve and protect the quality of life in Volcano, County and State of Hawaii, on behalf of all residents of the

area. To promote the social and educational advancement, increase recreational opportunities, ensure health, protect
natural environment, and develop community spirit. Also, it will undertake any consonant project the community

may be moved to assign to it. However, it will remain nonpartisan and nonsectarian.
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Amateur radio volunteers and members of VERT and
Volcano CERT take a break from traffic control after the
4th of July Parade. L. to R.: Carol Slattery, Ellen O’Dunn,
Doug Wilson, Bob Becker, Linda Quarberg and Nancy
Lakin. It was a successful parade event thanks to them
and about 9 or 10 other traffic volunteers.

VCA volunteer Marcie Phelps (L) and VCA board member
Mary Narito (C) were fundraising at the July 4th celebra-
tion. The tie-dye tee shirts are popular this year. The
money goes to support our community such as Volcano
Friends Feeding Friends, Volcano CERT and VERT.
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Volunteer Firemen Vale Pili (2nd from left)
and Jeff Hawk (far right) chat with visi-
tors in front of Furmann Firehouse on
July 4th, 2018.

What a Glorious Fourth of July!
This year, more than ever, the 4th of July brought our communi-
ty together and maybe even closer. We had a beautiful day
filled with sunshine, fun, smiles, laughter, and the daily earth-
quake. I’m happy most of us rolled with the quake and contin-
ued on with our celebration. Overall, we had a great turnout
and a lot of positive feedback.

On behalf of the Volcano Community Association, I can’t thank
enough people that made the parade go smoothly, including
help from current and past board member's. Furthermore, I
would especially like to send my sincere mahalo to Linda
Ugalde and the Cooper Center Council with their wonderful
volunteers, the Hawaii Police Department, Suzi Bond, Paul and
Nancy Lakin, Sher Glass, Science Camps of America, and all the
parade participants. It really does take a village and Volcano
Village, in my opinion, is da BEST one out there! 

submitted by VCA President Meghan Jerolaman

What is  BIISC?
Ginger, raspberry, fire ant, coqui...invasive
species interfere with our environment, econo-
my, and our health and peace of mind. Have
you met the Big Island Invasive Species
Committee - BIISC for short? BIISC is a project of the University of Hawaii, using research-
based methods in the fight against invasive species. While at community events and meet-
ings, you may have encountered members of our Outreach team, who focus on environmen-
tal education and provide training and resources for widespread species like little fire ant.
Or you may be familiar with the work of our Rapid `Ōhi`a Death (ROD) squad, which finds
and responds to new detections of ROD. If you’ve traveled Saddle Road lately, you may have
seen that miles of dangerous albizia have been controlled -a project carried out by the BIISC
Albizia team in coordination with HDOT. Less obvious is the work of the Early Detection
team, botany specialists who regularly survey the forests, trails, and even front yards of the
Big Island, searching for strange plants. In 5 years, they found over 150 new plants that had
not been found on the island before! These newcomers are identified and evaluated using a
tool called the Hawaii-Pacific Weed Risk Assessment. The species that are  predicted to cause
damage are removed by one of the toughest field crews in conservation, who regularly
endure soggy camping conditions and long hikes to ensure that newly discovered invasive
plants don’t become a nuisance like so many that we deal with every day. Have you encoun-
tered a strange plant recently? Email us at biisc@hawaii.edu, or message us on Facebook (pic-
tures help!) for identification. Please help us prevent new invasives from taking root! 

submitted by Franny Kinslow Brewer, BIISC Communications Director

"For to be free is not merely to cast off one's chains, but to live in a way
that respects and enhances the freedom of others."   --Nelson Mandela


